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Click here to DOWNLOAD Delphi XE2 Update 3 Cracked .WASHINGTON — U.S. Sens. John McCain and
Jeff Flake are backing the Senate's latest effort to end the partial government shutdown, but only if it

comes with protections for young immigrants known as Dreamers. Those are the latest twists in a
months-long fight that has deepened partisan divides and triggered bitter accusations of both party
excesses. In a statement late Tuesday, the Arizona Republican and his fellow Republican said they'd

support the "clean" continuing resolution offered by Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell if it
could be combined with language that would protect Dreamers. McCain's and Flake's decision to side
with Democrats and other Republicans who want the fix for Dreamers in a bill to end the shutdown
comes as the health care debate roils the Senate and as the 2020 presidential campaign is heating
up. However, neither side was willing to compromise Tuesday. "By supporting this bipartisan offer,

we will not get everything we want," McCain said. "But the chance of getting nothing is even greater
if we do not pursue this reasonable compromise." Flake, who has been generally at odds with his

party this year, said the bill "ensures that the Homeland Security Department can protect our
nation's borders without interference from Congress while at the same time giving us the time we
need to pass our long-term solution for the Dreamers." Republicans have said any bill to end the
shutdown must include money for border security. Democrats have vowed to block the border
security measure in the Senate. Democrats, in a statement, praised the GOP senators and the

agreement they and other Republicans have reached for a temporary fix that would allow the federal
government to reopen while the congressional delegation and President Donald Trump discuss

comprehensive immigration legislation. Asked why he was backing a bipartisan approach that fell
short of what he'd like to see, McCain said it was the best chance of success for Dreamers and others
affected by the shutdown. Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer praised McCain and Flake. "Their
commitment to Dreamers is crucial," Schumer said. Trump said in a tweet early Wednesday that the
two Republicans "are to the surprise of almost everybody and for the first time, have supported a Bill

that I like." McConnell said he would introduce his bill to reopen the government on Tuesday
afternoon. Democratic leaders didn't immediately offer a counter-offer, but issued a warning Tuesday

that they could bring a d0c515b9f4
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hotspots are marked as impossible to be resolved, as the v"
conner launcher could take a lot of time trying to. it will not be
possible to fix the issue and remove the. - Sometimes the box
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